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Abstract 

    Build orientation determination is an important pre-processing step in Additive Manufacturing. To identify an 
optimal build orientation, there are two main tasks, generating a set of alternative orientations and evaluating 
these alternatives with pre-set criteria. To solve the first task, currently there are two categories of methods, 
exhaustive computing and continuous surface decomposition. However, for exhaustive computing methods, the 
infinite original alternative orientation space is an obstacle, especially when considering multiple objectives. 
While the other type of methods have difficulty on surface separation and shape boundary recognition when 
facing complex CAD models. To tackle of these obstacles, this paper introduces a new method applying a 
statistical tool to form facet clusters for decomposing an STL model in a discrete way. The formed facet clusters 
can be used to efficiently generate meaningful alternative build orientations and can also be used to predict 
surface quality distribution over a part model for further process planning or design iteration. 

Introduction 

  Additive Manufacturing (AM) has become a popular processing technology recently in many application 
domains [1]. Using a layer-by-layer additive building way, it can deal with parts with extremely complex 
geometries and internal structures. This brings it a great advantage for processing high-value and high-
customized parts [2]. Meanwhile, the design freedom has been increased due to the decreased processing 
constrains on geometry [2-4]. As a digital manufacturing, AM is totally data-driven, which makes it seem that 
inputting a digitized CAD model can result to a final prototype or component in a fully automated way by only 
pushing a start bottom in the AM machine. However, except geometric constraints, in order to obtain a good 
production quality, there are still many other constraints that should be considered. For example, the intrinsic 
‘step-effect’ and the anisotropic material properties, caused by layered building, need to be analyzed when 
designing or manufacturing. In the processing AM chain, there is a critical step to transfer a CAD data model 
into a processing data model which can be directly used by AM machines. This critical step is pre-processing, 
also called process planning [5, 6]. Among diverse process planning tasks, build orientation optimization is the 
most important one since it determines along which direction the materials will be added. This will affect the 
later slicing, scanning or tool-path generation results as well as the final production results, including build 
time, cost and quality. Mathematically, the build orientation determination problem can be defined as: for a 
given object, CAD model, in its original orientation (design orientation), to find a transformation matrix, T, 
such that after applying the transformation to the model, the build direction lines up along vertical axis (Z, 
material adding orientation). To determine the matrix, there are two main tasks: generating alternative build 
orientations from the infinite original solutions space and evaluating the generated alternatives with preset 
preference and criteria. The final optimal build orientation selected from the alternative build orientation set can 
be used to calculate the transformation matrix for the original model. In real AM production practice, usually 
the AM machine setup and user or designer preferences are not changed or limited to some standard options but 
only the AM operators are shifted. Users only need to determine an optimal build orientation for a part model 
by using their own knowledge. However, a same given part model to be manufactured by the same AM 
machine, different operators may determine different optimal build orientations respectively. This would cause 
production stability problem, which means the production results would be different. This production stability 
problem would further prevent the industrialization of AM. The main reason why different optimal build 
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orientations are generated by different operators would be that the alternative build orientation sets generated 
respectively by different operators are different. If a method can generate a relatively stable alternative 
orientation set, which contain the optimal orientation implicitly, different operators can identify the same 
optimal build orientation by using the same preset setup, preference and evaluation criteria as input of decision 
making. As a result, the production result would be stable. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to introduce 
such kind of method for generating a stable alternative orientation set to solve the first task of build orientation 
optimization and also facilitate the other task. The method is to decompose a CAD model represented in STL 
format into a set of facet clusters in a discrete way, which is different to currently used feature-based method 
using continuous decomposition manner. The obtained facet clusters will be used to generate alternative build 
orientation for the original non-decomposed original CAD model. To form reasonable facet clusters, a statistical 
non-supervised learning scheme is adopted. With the proposed method, both simple and complex CAD models 
can be decomposed quickly into facet clusters, which will be demonstrated by examples later in this paper. 
Before introducing the proposed method, the next section of this paper reviews current solutions in literature 
and shows the necessity of applying the proposed method. 

Related Works 

  In literature, there are plenty of proposed solutions for build orientation optimization problem since the 
beginning of AM. Some authors had already conducted comprehensive reviews on orientation optimization 
study [7, 8]. Hence, this section will not present another comprehensive review work of those methods but 
mainly discuss about the existing solutions for the first task, generating alternative build orientation set. 
Theoretically, an STL CAD model can be rotated freely within a build envelope of an AM machine if it can be 
fitted. Hence, the unlimited continuous rotation degrees around two axes except the build axis, Z, result to an 
infinite alternative build orientation set. However, the infinite orientation set cannot be directly used for the later 
evaluation task due to the computation cost. To solve this problem, researchers tried different methods to extract 
a finite alternative build orientation set or a reduced infinite orientation set from the theoretically infinite one. 
The simplest way is to specify a small list of alternative build orientations by rotating the original part model 
with an interval. In the literature, some researchers applied this method to generate alternative build orientations 
for layout and orientation optimization [9-11]. However, this cannot guarantee the optimality since the big 
interval would cause the missing of potential optimal candidates. Hence, to avoid missing the potential optimal 
orientation, some researchers tried to specify the orientations in a small interval or even in a continuous way by 
using a continuous control parameter. Hur et al. [12] developed an exhaustive computation method for 
orientation optimization with the minimum build height as an optimization objective. Alternative build 
orientations were generated by rotating the part model about two axis with a given rotation interval of 5 
degrees. In [13], a statistical method, response surface methodology, was proposed to deal with the build style 
of SLA. In this method, build orientation was regarded as a continuous parameter controlled by a user-defined 
‘Z-height’ range to be optimized. Therefore, the orientation generation manner in their method is also a user 
specification. However, due to the infinite and continuous orientation space theoretically, reducing interval or 
specifying a limited continuous orientation range can neither guarantee the global optimality. To deal with this 
problem, intensive work had been conducted to apply advanced computation method for single- or multiple- 
objective optimization for identifying the global orientation. The application of genetic algorithm is a 
representative [14-22]. In these works, alternative orientations were generated by using diverse genetic 
operators in a stochastic searching way and a fitness function, derived from orientation evaluation criteria, was 
designed for selection. For single-objective optimization, this kind of method can identify the optimal build 
orientation with an acceptable computation cost. But, for multi-objective optimization, the exhaustive 
computing is not efficient [8, 21]. As stated by Padhye and Deb [21], a possible route to arrive at the optimal 
orientation without carrying out exhaustive computation is to analyze the features of a solid object. Therefore, 
using surface shape or features of the part model to generate alternative build orientations is another group of 
methods. In the beginning, part model’s convex hull was used to generate alternative build orientations. The 
planar surface or facet on the part model which are in the common plane with the part model’s convex hull is 
used as a base, of which the perpendicular orientation is identified as an alternative build orientation. A couple 
of representative works can be found in [23-26]. These methods can extract meaningful planar surfaces on a 
part model to generate a set of practical alternative build orientations. However, other concave surfaces may 
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also imply some potential practical or even optimal build orientations. To avoid missing these possibilities, 
some researchers focused on using the original part model to generate alternative build orientations. In [27-29], 
the planar surfaces on the part model were directly used to generate vertical directions as alternative build 
orientations. An extreme example was reported by [30], where each triangular facet of an STL model was used 
to generate an alternative build orientation along the facet’s normal direction. These methods can generate more 
alternative build orientations, especially the method of using facet normal. However, for part models with non-
planar surfaces or meaningful shape features, these methods would encounter problem to identify additional 
orientation candidates implied by these surfaces or features. As stated by Zhang and Bernard [8], in real 
practice, not all the surface shapes of a part model were treated equally but more attention would be paid to 
some local critical shape features, which implies the importance to analyze the shape features of part model in 
process planning. Hence, since the beginning, many researchers have investigated the using of shape features to 
generate alternative build orientations for optimization in AM. Frank and Fadel [31] defined 9 types of 
geometric features and associate a feature axis, which was used to indicate an alternative build orientation, for 
each defined type. In [32, 33],  key geometric features or typical surface features of an STL model were used 
with associated rules to generate alternative build orientations for generating optimal orientations. Feature-
based methods can generate meaningful alternative build orientations so as to capture the design intention [8, 
34]. However, in feature-based methods, the definition of surface feature or key surface features is not very 
clear to be practical. In addition, in these researches, each surface feature can only generate a fixed alternative 
orientation, which cannot meet the requirements of different AM processes. Since the constraints on a same 
shape feature may be different when using different AM processes for production. This requires a shape feature 
can generate different alternative orientations in different processing contexts. To tackle of these drawbacks, 
Zhang et al. [8, 35-38] proposed to defined specific shape features for AM as AM features to solve the process 
planning and design problems. User-defined AM features can generate a set of finite alternative build 
orientations by using the shape boundary and facet normal information as well as user preference. However, the 
main difficulty of feature-based methods is feature recognition due to the insufficient topological information of 
STL part models, especially for part models with complex geometries. 

In general, the discussed methods above can be summarized as two main groups: one is exhaustive 
computing and the other is continuous surface decomposition. Exhaustive computing methods means the 
generation of alternative orientations is similar to Enumeration method. For this group of methods, if the 
number of generated alternatives is small, the optimality of result cannot be guaranteed since a large section of 
the original solution space would not be explored. But, if the number of generated alternatives is large, the later 
computation of orientation evaluation would be ineffective, especially when facing multi-objective 
optimization. In addition, for this kind of method, much computation is spent on evaluating meaningless 
alternatives. Continuous surface decomposition means to decompose an STL model into a set of surface 
fragments (facets, planar surfaces or special shape features), which are composed of a set of adjacent flat facet 
triangles. This group of method uses decomposed surface fragments and associated rules to generate alternative 
build orientations. In this way, meaningful alternative build orientation can be generated and further 
computation of orientation evaluation can be saved. However, as discussed above, how to decompose an STL 
model in a continuous way to form meaningful predefined shape features is difficult. Current feature 
recognition methods can only recognize simple shape features due to the lack of topological information in STL 
files [39]. Hence, the decomposition method should be improved. The purpose of this paper is to introduce a 
new decomposition method to fraction an STL model in a discontinuous way so as to help generate alternative 
build orientations. The next section of this paper presents the new method. 

Facet Clustering Method 

  Currently, STL format is still the most widely-used in AM as a de-facto standard though some new formats, 
e.g. 3MF, have been developed. Hence, the proposed new decomposition method is based on this format. By 
using STL format, a 3D CAD model can be represented by a set of numbered triangular faces with normal and 
color information. A facet in ASCII STL format can be described by Figure 1 below. 
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Figure 1, representation of a facet in ASCII STL 

According to the planar characteristic of triangular facet in an STL model, it could be imaged that the best 
way to fabricate a single facet with AM processes is to align the facet’s normal direction along build orientation 
(‘Z’ direction) or make it perpendicular to the build orientation to avoid the stair-step effect caused by layered 
manufacturing. If the facet is placed in an inclined direction to the build orientation, the stair-step effect would 
appear. Stepping further, when fabricating a full part model in STL format, to reduce the total impact of stair-
step effect on the surface roughness or shape accuracy, it is better to orientate the part model in a direction 
under which the number of inclined facets is the smallest. Traditionally, a full STL model would be 
decomposed into a set of adjacent triangles to represent predefined shape features or pre-identified key surfaces. 
Then, a couple of orientation rules would be associated to these decomposed surface fragments to generate 
potential optimal build orientations to benefit these fragments. Finally, these generated orientations are used as 
alternative build orientations for the original full STL model. As discussed above, one difficulty for the 
continuous decomposition method is the low efficiency of feature recognition due to the insufficient geometric 
information of STL file. Another ignorance of these methods is that they only considered to separate the STL 
model in a continuous way but never tried to analyze different disconnected surfaces which may have similar 
characteristics on the same model in a discrete way. In an STL model, different disconnected surfaces may have 
parallel or coaxial characteristic, which makes these surfaces have a similar production results (Figure 2). 

Figure 2, disconnected parallel and coaxial surface shapes 

In Figure 2, if applying traditional continuous decomposition, the two pairs of surfaces would result to four 
independent surface features, two cylindrical and two planar surface features. However, they would generate 
similar alternative build orientations for the part model. This will produce duplicate alternative orientations to 
waste more computation in the orientation evaluation stage. But, if the disconnected parallel planes or coaxial 
cylindrical surfaces are grouped as one surface feature, the duplicate alternative orientation for the part model 
would be reduced. Actually, in real practice, the build orientation would have similar impact on the grouped 
surface features. Therefore, in this paper, facet cluster is proposed to describe this kind of disconnected surface 
feature group. And then applying orientation rules to the facet cluster for generating potential optimal build 
orientations to benefit the cluster as did for traditional continuous surface features in [8, 31]. However, how to 
cluster facets in a reasonable way? This is the core question for this paper. To answer this question, there are 
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two tasks to do: one is the formation of a facet cluster by using limited geometric information of an STL model 
and the other is the identification of a suitable number of clusters for the STL model.  

To form a facet cluster, the normal information of the facet is used. In this paper, according to the 
characteristics of layered manufacturing, an assumption is made that the build orientation would have similar 
impact on those facets, which have similar normal directions, of an STL model. Based on this point, facets 
which have similar normal directions should be clustered as one group for production quality analysis. Here, 
similarity between a pair of facets is measured by the angle between their two normal directions. To compute 
the similarity among triangular facets of an STL model, a classical statistical clustering method, K-means, is 
adopted. K-means is an unsupervised learning algorithm that solves the well-known clustering problem [40, 
41]. The clustering procedure follows a simple and easy way to classify a given data set through a certain 
number of pre-determined clusters (assume k clusters). The main idea is to search for k centers from the given 
data set, one for each cluster. These centers should be placed in a cunning way because of different location 
causes different result. So, the optimal choice is to place the centers as much as possible far away from each 
other. The next step is to take each point belonging to a given data set and associate it to the nearest center. 
When no point is pending, the first step is completed and an early group age is done. At this point there is a 
need to re-calculate k new centroids as barycenter of the clusters resulting from the previous step. After 
obtaining these k new centroids, a new binding has to be done between the same data set points and the nearest 
new center. A loop has been generated. As a result of this loop, the k centers change their location step by step 
until no more changes could be done or in other words centers do not move any more. In this way, the given 
data set is divided into k stable sub-clusters. Mathematically, given a set of data points (x1, x2, …, xn), where 
each data point is a d-dimensional real vector, K-means clustering aims to partition the n data points into k (≤ 
n) clusters C = {C1, C2, …, Ck} so as to minimize the within-cluster sum of squares (sum of distance functions
of each point in the cluster to the K center). Hence, the algorithm aims at minimizing an objective function 
known as squared error function, 

𝐽𝐽(𝐶𝐶) = ∑ ∑ �𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝜇𝜇𝑗𝑗�
2

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖∈𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗
𝑘𝑘
𝑗𝑗=1           (1) 

where xi is the ith data point of the jth cluster, Cj; µj is the mean of jth cluster. The main steps of the direct K-
means algorithm can be summarized as: 

  (1). Select an initial partition with K clusters; 
  (2). Generate a new partition by assigning each pattern to its closest cluster center; 
  (3). Compute new cluster centers; 
  (4). Repeat steps 2 and 3 until cluster membership stabilizes. 

With this algorithm, all of the selected facets of an STL model can be clustered when using their facet normal 
vectors as given data points. For example, in Figure 2, the facets on the pair of parallel planar surfaces will be 
put into a same cluster and some of the facets on the pair of coaxial cylindrical surfaces will also be grouped 
into another same facet cluster due to similar facet normal vectors. This will cause that disconnected facets will 
be clustered into a same cluster. Hence, when applying the K-means algorithm, there is no need to do feature 
recognition but just analyze the characteristics of facet normal vectors. Certainly, by analyzing the adjacent 
relationship and curvature of clustered facets, traditional shape features can also be formed and recognized by 
separating facet clusters or combining clusters that have connected facets. But as discussed above, for the 
layered manufacturing, it is better to consider facet groups with similar normal directions since they have 
similar production results. And when using these clusters to generate alternative build orientations, it is more 
efficient for the reduced duplicates. For example, in Figure 2, if applying traditional feature-recognition method 
to recognize the pair of cylindrical features, two planar surfaces features will be identified. The two features 
will generate similar alternative build orientations. But, when using clustering method, the two features will be 
regarded as one cluster, which will generate a set of reduced alternative orientations.  
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Though the adopted clustering method is simple for understanding, fast and robust, the main disadvantage is 
that it requires apriori specification. This includes three user-specified parameters: number of clusters, k, cluster 
initialization (usually randomly choosing k of the sample data points), and distance metric for error 
measurement (usually using Euclidean distance). Among these parameters, the most critical choice is k [41]. In 
mathematics, this is usually a NP-hard problem. But in the application problem for discretely decomposing an 
STL model in this paper, it depends. There are two conditions: key surface areas of an STL model are already 
specified and no preference is given. In the first condition, designers or process planning engineers already 
know which area of an STL model is critical. Hence, some of the facets of these key areas can be selected as 
cluster centers and the number of key areas is the number of clusters, k. In this way, the facets of key areas with 
other facets of other part of an STL model will be clustered together. The formed clusters can be used to 
generate alternative build orientations with associated generation rules. However, in the second condition, 
especially for STL models with complex freeform surfaces, designers or planning engineers usually don’t know 
or feel difficult to indicate the kea areas or give preference. There is a need to find an optimal number of 
clusters, k, to better decompose an STL model. As said above, in this case this is often NP-hard. Hence, 
advanced computation algorithm is required. 

In this paper, to solve the problem of k-value specification, another statistical method, Elbow Method [42], is 
adopted. This method is an observation of the relationship between the value of the squared error function 
above and the number of clusters. Theoretically, if the k equals the number of given data points, the error would 
be zero, which means each point is a cluster. In this way, the clustering is meaningless. Hence, this method is 
dedicated to find the ‘elbow’ (optimal number of clusters), where the value of the squared error function drops 
the most dramatically and after that the value changes slowly. Figure 3 (a) shows the ‘elbow’, the circled point 
where k =2. However, for some data sets, there is no clear ‘elbow’ (Figure 3 (b)). 

Figure 3, typical relationships between the error function value and the number of clusters 

To deal with this situation and obtain a better observation, a ‘gap statistic’ [43] method is used. This is an 
indirect observation to analyze the information contained in the formula given as below: 

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛(𝑘𝑘) = 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛∗{𝐽𝐽𝑘𝑘} − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝐽𝐽𝑘𝑘),          (2) 

The optimal number of clusters, k*, is the smallest k such that 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺(𝑘𝑘) ≥ 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺(𝑘𝑘 + 1) − 𝑆𝑆𝑘𝑘+1. More details 
about the indirect observation method can be found in [43]. 

By using the introduced two statistical methods above, a full or incomplete STL model can be decomposed in 
a discrete way to form both connected and disconnected facet clusters with or without apriori specification 
(specifying the key areas of an STL model) for generating meaningful alternative orientations. In this paper, for 
simplicity, a central normal-based orientation generation rule is used. This means that the central point of each 
facet cluster is adopted as the normal vector of a build orientation for the facet cluster and then used as an 
alternative build orientation for the original full STL model. Actually, for specific application contexts to suite 
different characteristics of AM processes, different orientation generation rules can be set for facet clusters as 
did by traditional feature-based method in literature. Therefore, in general, the proposed statistical method can 
be described in three main steps: 
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(1). Determine the optimal number of facet clusters, k*. For this step, apriori specification or statistical 
analysis with Elbow Method can be used; 

(2). Decompose an STL model with the use of K-means clustering method; 
(3). Associate orientation generation rule for each obtained facet cluster. In this paper, central normal vector 

of each cluster is directly used as the direction of an alternative build orientation for the original STL model. 

The following section will present several examples to demonstrate the proposed discrete decomposition 
method and show how to use it to generate alternative build orientations. 

Demonstration Example 

  In this section, five STL models (Figure 4) are used to test the proposed statistical decomposition method 
for alternative build orientation generation. To be generic, an assumption is made that apriori specification is 
not available. Certainly, if preferences of designers or process planners are known, the clustering process would 
be much easier. But, in current practice, the preferences are usually hard to express or conveyed to process 
planner in the orientation determination work since some of them depend on the owners’ implicit knowledge. 
Assigning preferences would make the facet clustering process not stable. Hence, it is better to use a standard 
process, the proposed three steps above. At first, Part 1 in Figure 4 is used as an illustrative example to explain 
the full solving process. Then, for the left examples, only the obtained results are presented since the solving 
processes are the same. 

Figure 4, STL part models for demonstration 

To generate alternative build orientations for Part 1, the first step is to identify the optimal number of clusters 
of facets to be formed to decompose the STL model. As proposed in this paper, the Elbow Method is adopted to 
analyze the ‘percentage of variance explained’ as a function of the number of clusters. The value of ‘percentage 
of variance explained’ is another way to represent the error function value as presented above. After 
computation with the input of all of the normal vectors of the facets of the STL file, the ‘elbow’, k*, optimal 
number of clusters, for Part 1 can be observed in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5, optimal number of facet clusters (the circled one) for Part 1 

Then, the next step is to applying K-means clustering algorithm to form facet clusters. Inputting the normal 
vectors of all of the facets and the optimal number of clusters, k*, the clustering result, including facet clusters 
and central normal vector of each cluster, for Part 1 can be obtained as outputs. As shown in Figure 6 below, 5 
facet clusters are formed and colored. Table 1 presents the central normal vectors of facet clusters. 

Figure 6, facet clusters of Part 1 (each cluster is marked with one color) 

Table 1, central normal vectors of facet clusters 
Central Normal Vector x y z 

no1 0 0 1.0000 
no2 0 0 -1.0000 
no3 -0.5000 0.8660 0 
no4 1.0000 0 0 
no5 -0.5000 -0.8660 0 

The last step is to use these obtained facet clusters to generate alternative build orientations for the STL 
model. As said before, for simplicity, only one generation rule is set for facet clusters in this paper. The rule is 
that the central normal vector of a facet cluster is set as the build orientation for benefiting the facet cluster and 
it is used as an alternative build orientation for the STL model. Hence, for Part 1 in the example, 5 alternative 
build orientations can be generated by using the five obtained central normal vectors. Figure 7 shows the 
generated alternative build orientations for Part 1. Therefore, the first task of build orientation optimization 
problem in AM is solved. These alternative build orientations can be used for the later evaluation. Certainly, 
more orientation generation rules can be set for facet clusters according to specific application contexts. 
However, production knowledge is required for setting generation rules. Here, in this paper, the central normal 
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based generation rule is just used as a part of feasibility study for the proposed method. More generation rules 
and case studies will be investigated for some typical AM processes in the near future. 

Figure 7, alternative build orientations (arrow direction) for Part 1 

Similarly, for other part models, the generation procedures are the same. Part 2 and Part 3 are decomposed 
into 6 and 4 optimal clusters respectively (Figure 8). 

Figure 8, facet clusters of Part 2 and Part 3 (each cluster is marked with one color) 

As shown in Figure 8, a cylindrical and a conic surface features are decomposed into several facet clusters. 
This is different with traditional feature recognition methods which would treat the whole cylindrical and conic 
surfaces as a complete feature respectively. However, as said before, these connected facet clusters can also be 
combined into full traditional surface features by analyzing the adjacent relationship and curvature information. 
But, as proposed in this paper, there is no need to do this since these facet clusters will generate alternative build 
orientation set that will cover the set generated by using combined full surface features. The main reason and 
logic is that if a build orientation which is beneficial to a full surface feature then it will also be beneficial to the 
segments of the full surface model. Though the proposed method can reduce large number of meaningless 
alternative build orientations, it also generates duplicates when encountering models with symmetric 
characteristic as shown by Part 2 and Part 3. Hence, if needed, the generated alternative build orientation set can 
also be refined. Perhaps, for simple part models, the efficiency of the proposed method is not so obvious. But 
for complex part models, this method will exhibit advantages as shown by the computation results of Part 4 and 
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Part 5. Figure 9 presents the facet clusters of Part 4. This part model is decomposed into 15 facet clusters. Some 
clusters contain disconnected facets. 

Figure 9, facet clusters of Part 4 (each cluster is marked with one color) 

As shown in Figure 9, a set of parallel surfaces are clustered into a same facet cluster. Then, a comment 
central normal vector can be used to generate a comment build orientation which is beneficial for the facet 
cluster. However, if applying traditional feature recognition methods, these facet clusters which have parallel 
planar surfaces will be treated as many independent planar features and used to generate many duplicate build 
orientations. This will cause expensive computation cost for feature recognition, alternative orientation refining, 
etc. It can also be observed that the disconnected coaxial cylindrical surface segments of the part model are also 
grouped into comment facet clusters respectively. Further, when facing part models with free form surfaces, 
process planners usually have difficulty to determine a set of finite alternative build orientations for evaluation 
since traditional methods (e.g. feature based methods) are not applicable since no obvious base plane or planar 
faces can be identified. But the proposed method can quickly generate optimal facet clusters to help process 
planners analyzing and generating a set of finite meaningful alternative build orientations. The computation 
result for Part 5 shows this advantage. 
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Figure 10, facet clusters of Part 5 (each cluster is marked with one color) 

As depicted in Figure 10, Part 5 with free form surface is decomposed into 31 facet clusters with 
disconnected facets. Hence, 31 alternative build orientations can be generated for this part by using the central 
normal vectors of the facet clusters. 

Conclusion & Future Work 

  In this paper, to solve the first task of build orientation optimization problem, alternative build orientation 
generation, with efficiency in AM, a facet clustering method is proposed. Using statistical clustering method, 
STL models can be decomposed into both connected and disconnected facet clusters that have similar 
production or design characteristics. These facet clusters can be used to generate alternative build orientations 
with associated generation rule. However, as a proof-of-concept study, this paper has not yet investigated the 
more orientation generation rules for real case study in concrete application context. Future work will be 
conducted to extract a set of practical orientation generation rule for some typical AM processes so as to make 
the proposed facet cluster based orientation generation method have industrialization chance. In addition, 
designers or process planners can also use the formed facet clusters to analyze the production quality 
distribution, e.g. surface roughness. For multi-axis AM systems, this method can help to determine the 
deposition sequence (orientation sequence), slicing, tool-path generation etc., which is the one of the main aims 
of the authors to develop the proposed method for supporting their following research work. 
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